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Abstract
Objective—We hypothesized that vascular amyloid contributes to chronic brain ischemia,
therefore amyloid burden measured by Pittsburgh Compound B retention on PET (PiB-PET)
would correlate with the extent of MRI white matter hyperintensities (WMHor leukoaraiosis) in
patients with high vascular amyloid deposition (Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy, CAA) but not high
parenchymal amyloid deposition (Alzheimer’s Disease, AD; Mild Cognitive Impairment, MCI) or
healthy elderly (HE).

Methods—Fourty-two non-demented CAA patients, 50 HE subjects and 43 AD/MCI patients
had brain MRI and PiB-PET. Multivariate linear regression was used to assess the independent
association between PiB retention and WMD volume controlling for age, gender, apolipoprotein E
genotype, and vascular risk factors within each group.

Results—CAA patients were younger than HE and AD (68±10 vs 73.3±7 and 74±7.4, p<0.01)
but had higher amounts of WMH (medians: 21ml vs 3.2ml and 10.8ml respectively, p<0.05 for
both comparisons). Global PiB retention and WMH showed strong correlation (rho=0.52,
p<0.001) in the CAA group but not in HE or AD. These associations did not change in the
multivariate models. Lobar microbleed count, another marker of CAA severity also remained as
an independent predictor of WMH volume.

Interpretation—Our results indicate that amyloid burden in CAA subjects (with primarily
vascular amyloid) but not AD subjects (with primarily parenchymal amyloid) independently
correlate with WMH volume. These findings support the idea that vascular amyloid burden
directly contributes to chronic cerebral ischemia and highlights the possible utility of amyloid
imaging as a marker of CAA severity.
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INTRODUCTION
The severity and progression of white matter hyperintensities (WMH) on fluid attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are associated with major
causes of morbidity/mortality in the elderly, including cognitive impairment, decreased
mobility, stroke and depression.1–4 The prevalence and severity of WMH (or leukoaraiosis)
increases with age and appear to be related to chronic cerebral small vessel ischemia.5, 6 The
role of specific small vessel pathologies remains under exploration.7, 8 Hypertension (HTN)
has been the most consistently identified vascular risk factor for WMH, whereas conflicting
results have been reported regarding hyperlipidemia (HPL) and diabetes mellitus (DM).9–11

White matter disease is also commonly seen in neurodegenerative conditions of the elderly
that involve amyloid deposition in cerebral parenchyma and vessels. Cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (CAA), characterized by accumulation of amyloid beta (Aβ) proteins in the walls
of cortical/leptomeningeal vessels, is increasingly associated with markers of ischemic brain
injury in addition to its well recognized presentation of lobar intracerebral hemorrhages
(ICH).9, 12 Leukoareosis is also commonly seen in patients with Alzheimer Disease (AD),
an entity characterized by Aβ deposition primarily in the brain parenchyma as senile
plaques. White matter injury in AD may play an additive role in promoting cognitive
impairment.13, 14

The precise mechanism linking amyloid deposition in CAA and AD to WMH has not been
established.12, 15, 16 The potential contributions of vascular and parenchymal amyloid
pathologies to WMH are important to clarify, particularly as treatments aimed at reducing
parenchymal amyloid can increase the severity of CAA.17 Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB) is
a positron emission tomography (PET) ligand shown to label both vascular and parenchymal
amyloid deposits, thus allowing in vivo quantification of CAA and AD pathology.18–21 If
WMH in these conditions is primarily driven by vascular amyloid, then one might expect
retention of PiB to correlate to white matter disease in CAA, where the amyloid deposits are
primarily vascular, but not AD or mild cognitive impairment (MCI), where amyloid is
primarily parenchymal. We tested the hypothesis that there is a dose-dependent relationship
between PiB retention and chronic brain ischemia (measured by WMH volume) in patients
diagnosed with CAA but not AD/MCI or healthy elderly (HE) without evidence of advanced
CAA.

METHODS
Study Subjects

We performed a cross-sectional study of 42 CAA, 43 AD/MCI patients and 50 healthy
elderly who underwent PiB PET scan and MRI. The CAA subjects were recruited from an
ongoing single-center prospective longitudinal cohort study of the natural history of CAA.12

Detailed information including demographics, clinical status, risk factors, and characteristics
of the presenting event were prospectively recorded at the time of cohort entry. None of the
CAA or HE subjects had dementia and all CAA patients were free of symptoms suggestive
of new stroke for 1 year prior to PiB-PET. All 42 subjects met criteria for probable CAA
according to Boston criteria, including supporting CAA pathology in 14 subjects and
presence of multiple strictly lobar hemorrhages or microbleeds in the remaining 28.22 CAA
patients presented with symptomatic ICH (n = 23, 55%) or with other symptoms (n=19,
45%) such as seizures or gait problems. Age, global DVR and WMH volumes were not
different between patients presenting with and without ICH (p>0.3 for all comparisons).
Patients diagnosed with AD or MCI were recruited from an ongoing prospective study in the
Massachusetts Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center. Participants were diagnosed with
probable AD by National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke–Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria and MCI by
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Petersen criteria.23, 24 Healthy elderly subjects were enrolled from ongoing longitudinal
studies in aging, all from the same center as the CAA and AD/MCI patients.25 AD, MCI,
and HE subjects were excluded for the presence of any lobar microbleeds on T2*-weighted
MRI in order to minimize the presence of accompanying CAA. Also, to minimize the
impact of non-amyloid vascular disease on WMH, HE subjects were excluded for diabetes
mellitus (DM) or for requiring more than one medication for hypertension or
hyperlipidemia.

Demographic information (age at PiB PET and gender) and presence of vascular risk factors
were ascertained by interview of patient and caregiver and review of medical records. HTN
was defined by ongoing use of an antihypertensive medication or measurement of elevated
blood pressures (systolic blood pressure >140 mm Hg or diastolic >90) on two separate
readings in the hospital or outpatient clinic. DM was defined by ongoing use of a
hypoglycemic agent. Hyperlipidemia (HPL) was determined based on use of a cholesterol-
lowering drug. Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype was identified from blood samples of
patients who gave consent for blood draw, by the PCR- restriction enzyme assay as
previously described.26 This study was performed with the approval of and in accordance
with the guidelines of the institutional review board of Massachusetts General Hospital and
with informed consent of all subjects or authorized family members. Radiologic and genetic
analyses were performed by separate study personal and the results recorded without
knowledge of subjects’ clinical information.

Imaging Acquisition and Analysis
All subjects underwent a PiB-PET scan between October 2005 and December 2011 using
procedures that have been described previously.18 PiB was prepared according to the
method of Mathis et al.27 PET data were acquired using either of two PET cameras with a
dynamic protocol, a Siemens/CTI ECAT HR+ (Knoxville, TN) or a GE PC4096 scanner
(Milwaukee, WI).18 PiB was injected as a bolus (8.5 to 15mCi) and followed immediately
by a 60-minute acquisition. The distribution volume ratio (DVR) was computed to express
specific PiB retention using cerebellar cortex as the reference tissue. Mean Global DVR was
calculated using a predefined region of interest (ROI) that included the full thickness of the
cortex and immediate subcortical white matter in supratentorial regions.18 For the secondary
analysis that combines PiB positive MCI subjects with AD patients, we chose a mean global
DVR cutoff >1.4 to define PiB positivity, a recently suggested criterion for detecting
individuals with preclinical AD. 28

Each patient underwent detailed structural MRI scans within one month of PiB-PET
imaging. Research MRIs included FLAIR for quantification of WMH, susceptibility-
weighted imaging (SWI) for detection of cerebral hemorrhages and Magnetization Prepared
RApid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) for estimation of total intracranial volume.29 Two T1-
weighted sagittal scans (Multi-echo MPRAGE, 1×1×1mm voxel size), T2*-weighted 2D
axial images (1×1mm in-plane resolution, 5mm slice thickness, TR/TE 750/24msec) and
FLAIR 3D axial images (1×1×1mm) were acquired using the vendor-supplied 12-channel
head coil. Cerebral microbleeds (CMB) were identified according to previously published
guidelines.30 Quantitative analysis of the volume of WMH on FLAIR MRI sequences was
performed using previously validated computer-assisted techniques.9 As in previous studies,
WMH volume for CAA subjects was calculated based on the hemisphere without ICH while
excluding other focal ischemic or hemorrhagic lesions in order to omit perilesional signal
changes from the WMH measurement. This method proved to have a high interrater
reliability in prior studies.9 Total intracranial volume (ICV) was obtained from MPRAGE
scans using the Freesurfer neuroimaging analysis software’s segmentation algorithm as
previously described.31 Quantitative measure of WMH was the main outcome measure of
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the study and both the volume obtained from FLAIR segmentation (WMH volume) and its
ratio to total ICV (WMH percent of ICV) were used for analyses.

Statistical Analysis
Bivariate comparisons were performed using chi-square test for ratios and t-test or Wilcoxon
rank-sum test for continuous variables depending on their distribution. Bivariate correlation
analyses were performed to test the association between continuous variables, Spearman’s
rho for variables that did not have a normal distribution. Multivariate linear regression
analysis was used to study the association between global DVR and WMH after adjustment
for other covariates, identified based on the results of bivariate analyses in this study and
findings from previous reports. These covariates included age, gender, microbleeds, APOE
genotype, and other vascular risk factors. Separate multivariate models were built for each
group. Models developed using a forward selection method to reduce the number of
variables did not differ substantially from those that included all covariates. Separate
multivariate linear regression models that included an interaction term between the
diagnostic category (CAA vs combinations of AD/MCI) and mean global DVR were built
and analyzed using established methods 32 to confirm that the association between amyloid
deposition and WMH volume was significantly stronger in patients with CAA. APOE
genotypes were available for all CAA patients, 33 HE and 11 AD/MCI cases. For analyses
involving APOE in AD/MCI and HE, multivariate models were first built without APOE;
subsequent addition of APOE to the model did not change any of the observed associations.
For multivariate models, presence/absence of ApoE ε4 was used as a binary variable.
Appropriate arithmetic transformations were applied to the continuous variables that were
non-normally distributed for use in multivariate models. All statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS software. A threshold for significance of p<0.05 was used. All tests
of significance were two-tailed.

RESULTS
Demographic, genetic and imaging characteristics of the study population are presented in
[Table 1]. Patients with CAA were younger than healthy elderly (p=0.004) and AD/MCI
patients (p=0.002). Allele frequency of APOE ε4 was greater in both CAA and AD/MCI
than HE (p<0.01 for both comparisons). In bivariate analyses, PiB retention was similar
between CAA and AD/MCI patients (p=0.9) and both disease groups had higher mean DVR
than HE (p<0.001 for both comparisons). In a multivariate linear regression model, higher
PiB retention was associated with the diagnosis of CAA (p<0.001) and AD/MCI (p<0.001),
age (p<0.001), presence of APOE ε4 (p=0.002) but not with gender or vascular risk factors
such as HTN, HPL, or DM. Within the AD/MCI group, the AD subjects (n=18) and MCI
subjects (n=25) differed in mean global PiB retention (1.46 for AD, 1.24 for MCI, p=0.007)
but not age (mean 75 vs 73, p=0.7) or WMH volume (median 9.3 vs 10.8, p=0.9). After
adjustment for age and other covariates, AD patients still had higher PiB retention than MCI
(p=0.01). Patients with CAA had higher amounts of WMH volume than HE (p<0.001) and
AD/MCI (p=0.002) cases [Figure 1]. This association between the presence of CAA and
higher WMH volume remained independent (p=0.005) after adjustment for other relevant
variables including the other diagnoses, age, gender, APOE ε4, CMB counts and vascular
risk factors. Patients with AD/MCI had higher WMH volume when compared to HE
(p=0.01) after adjustment for age, vascular risk factors and global DVR.

Bivariate analysis of global DVR and WMH volumes showed a strong correlation
(Spearman’s rho=0.52, p<0.001) in the CAA cohort [Figure 2]. This association remained
independent (p=0.005) in a multivariate model that included age, gender, CMB counts,
APOE ε4 status and vascular risk factors. Other predictors that remained associated with
WMH in this model were age (p=0.02) and CMB count (p=0.02). Based on this model, a
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10% increase in global DVR was associated with a 34% increase in WMH volume with
other covariates held constant. Similar associations were seen expressing WMH as a percent
of total intracranial volume rather than as an absolute volume. Representative PiB-PET and
FLAIR images from 2 CAA patients illustrating the association between the severity of
amyloid load and white matter disease are shown in [Figure 3].

In contrast, global DVR and WMH were not correlated in AD/MCI (Spearman’s rho=0.11,
p=0.47) [Figure 4] or HE (Spearman’s rho=0.01, p=0.95) [Figure 5] groups. Similar results
were obtained expressing WMH as a percentage of ICV for the AD/MCI (Spearman’s
rho=0.08, p=0.6) and HE cohorts (Spearman’s rho=0.02, p=0.9) as well as in multivariate
regression models that included the above covariates. Similarly, repeating the analyses
within the AD only or MCI only subjects or in the cognitively impaired subjects meeting
criteria for AD and preclinical AD (comprised of all 18 AD subjects and 7 of the 25 MCI
subjects with mean global DVR >1.4) did not yield any significant correlation between PiB
retention and WMH volume. Age remained an independent predictor of WMH in all
multivariate models of AD/MCI or HE subjects.

To confirm the difference in the relationship of PiB retention to WMH volume between
patients with predominantly vascular vs parenchymal amyloid pathology, we performed
regression analyses of both subject groups with inclusion of an interaction term for
diagnostic category x mean global DVR, along with the respective main effect terms.
Controlling for other covariates (age, gender, CMB count, and hypertension), these models
demonstrated significantly steeper increases in log-transformed WMH volume per unit of
PiB retention in CAA relative to patients with primarily parenchymal amyloid pathology.
For example, the model that included CAA vs the combined AD and PiB-positive MCI
groups yielded a positive interaction coefficient of 0.95 (95% CI 0.14–1.7, p=0.02)
demonstrating a significantly stronger positive correlation between PiB and WMH among
CAA patients. Similar significant results were obtained in models that included all CAA and
AD/MCI subjects or that included CAA and AD subjects only (p<0.05 for the interaction
effect in all models).

DISCUSSION
Our data demonstrate a reasonably strong correlation between quantitative in vivo measures
of brain amyloid load and white matter disease in subjects diagnosed with CAA, but not
those with AD/MCI or healthy elderly controls. The association in the CAA group remained
independent after adjustment for multiple covariates that may affect extent of white matter
disease such as age, vascular risk factors, APOE genotype, and CMB counts. The contrast
between the robust correlation in CAA and absent correlation in AD suggests that vascular,
but not parenchymal amyloid burden may be an important contributor to white matter injury
measured by the extent of FLAIR hyperintensities. The contrast between CAA and AD/MCI
was further supported by models including an interaction term, which demonstrated a
steeper association between white matter lesions and amyloid burden in CAA.

Multiple lines of evidence indicate that PiB-PET measures vascular as well as parenchymal
Aβ. PiB has been found to label vascular amyloid in radiologic-pathologic correlation
studies,33 and in a hereditary form of CAA devoid of fibrillar plaque amyloid.34 Sporadic,
nondemented CAA patients also demonstrate higher PiB retention on PET compared to
HE.18, 21 Further, increased PiB retention is associated with the presence of CAA-related
hemorrhagic lesions in both a cross-sectional analysis 35 and a longitudinal study predicting
future hemorrhages. 19
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The current finding of association between amyloid burden and WMH highlights the
pathophysiologic link between CAA and white matter injury. Although several mechanisms
for WMH have been proposed,36 the most widely accepted mechanism is chronic ischemia
due to small vessel diseases. Advanced CAA indeed appears to be an important contributor
to small vessel dysfunction aside from its established role as a cause of ICH. Amyloid-
related impairments in vascular reactivity have been demonstrated both in transgenic mouse
models 37 and in CAA patients. In CAA patients, a functional transcranial Doppler study
found decreased visual evoked flow velocity response in posterior cerebral arteries when
compared to healthy controls,38 and a more recent functional MRI study showed delayed
timing and smaller amplitude of the BOLD response to visual stimulation.29 The current
results suggest that these amyloid-related mechanisms may act in a dose-dependent way to
promote chronic microvascular ischemia and WMH in patients with CAA.

The absence of a similar association between PiB retention and WMH in AD or MCI
suggests that amyloid burden in these subjects—likely primarily senile plaques—is not
directly related to white matter injury. Although increased WMH is often observed in AD/
MCI relative to HE (as in the current analysis), the mechanism is not well established.39

Possibilities include not only concomitant vascular pathologies such as CAA or
arteriolosclerosis, but also nonvascular processes such as wallerian degeneration from AD-
related neuronal injury. A recent autopsy study indeed found an association between
neurofibrillary pathology and frontal white matter disease though extent of vascular amyloid
pathology was not analyzed in this study.40 Another autopsy based study that used a simple
binary measure for WMH (present/absent) did not demonstrate an association between brain
amyloid load and presence of WMH in non-demented people who died of non-neurological
causes.16 Our current findings do not support a direct contribution from parenchymal
Alzheimer pathology to WMH. As Alzheimer plaque burden is only loosely related to other
Alzheimer pathologies such as neurofibrillary lesions, however, our results do not exclude
the possibility that other AD-related mechanisms might play a role in WMH. In addition to
the downstream effects of neuronal injury, other potential mechanisms for AD-related white
matter damage include leukocyte plugging of capillaries, alteration of thrombosis by the
interaction of fibrinogen and Aβ, and convergence of hematologic and inflammatory
pathways in AD.41–43

Our study has several limitations. The lack of association between PiB retention and WMH
volume in the HE and AD/MCI cohorts might be due to the relatively small sample sizes.
We note, however, that a slightly smaller group of CAA subjects yielded a strong and
independent relationship. A second important limitation is the inability of PiB-PET to
distinguish between vascular and plaque amyloid, leading to the likelihood that a portion of
the PiB signal in CAA subjects reflected plaque deposits and a portion in the AD/MCI
subjects was vascular. We would expect this type of “cross contamination” to reduce rather
than enhance the contrast between the CAA and AD/MCI groups, however. We also note
that the lack of association between PiB retention and WMH in the AD/MCI and HE groups
helps exclude spurious cause-effect relationships between PiB and WMH, such as enhanced
PiB retention in regions of white matter damage. No association between WMH and a global
measure of PiB uptake was found in a recently published study of 54 clinically normal
elderly adults, further supporting our findings in the HE population. 44

In vivo amyloid imaging has revolutionized research into the pathogenic mechanisms of AD
and CAA. In the case of CAA, it allows detection in living subjects of not only the
manifestations of small vessel brain disease such as WMH or CMB, but also of the small
vessel pathology itself. The current study supports further use of amyloid imaging as a
marker of overall vascular amyloid burden in patients diagnosed with CAA. The results also
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support the important possibility that reducing vascular amyloid burden might be a rational
approach for limiting injury to the white matter.
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Figure 1. Comparison of WMH volume among the study cohorts
Comparison of WMH volume among the three diagnostic categories. Patients with CAA had
higher WMH volume than HE (p<0.001) and AD/MCI (p=0.002) subjects. Patients with
AD/MCI had higher WMH volume when compared to HE (p=0.01). These associations
remained significant after adjustment for relevant covariates.
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Figure 2. Scatterplot of PiB retention and WMH in cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA)
Scatterplot showing strong correlation between WMH and global DVR in cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (CAA) (Spearman’s rho=0.52, p<0.001).
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Figure 3. (A and B): Representative PiB PET and FLAIR MRIs showing correlation of amyloid
deposition and WMH in 2 CAA patients
PiB PET (left) and FLAIR MRI (right) scans from 2 CAA patients with prior history of ICH,
both had scans at 66 years of age. Both patients scored 30/30 on Mini-Mental Status
Examination. Patient in panel 3A had a global DVR of 1.4 and WMH volume of 41ml.
Patient in panel 3B had global DVR of 1.13 and WMH of 6.24ml.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of PiB retention and WMH in patients with Alzheimer Disease (AD) and
mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
Scatterplot showing no correlation between WMH and global DVR in patients with
Alzheimer Disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (Spearman’s rho=0.11,
p=0.47).
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of PiB retention and WMH in healthy elderly
Scatterplot showing no correlation between WMH and global DVR in healthy elderly
(Spearman’s rho=0.01, p=0.95).
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Table 1

Demographic, genetic, biochemical, and radiographic characteristics of the subjects

CAA, n=42 AD/MCI, n=43 Healthy Elderly, n=50

Age, mean (±SD) 68 (10) 74 (7.4) 73.3 (7)

Female % 26 40 58

Hypertension % 57 67 28

Diabetes Mellitus % 10 14 0

Hyperlipidemia % 38 74 14

ApoE ε2, % allele frequency * 13 0 9

ApoE ε4, % allele frequency * 37 32 8

Global DVR, mean (±SD) 1.33 (0.2) 1.33 (0.27) 1.17 (0.13)

Lobar CMB count, median (IQR) 25 (5–57) none none

WMH volume in ml, median (IQR) 21 (9.9–32) 10.8 (5–16.3) 3.2 (2–5.6)

WMH percent of ICV, median (IQR) 1.2 (0.6–1.9) 0.68 (0.3–0.9) 0.2 (0.1–0.4)

*
APOE genotype was available in all CAA patients, 33 HE and 11 AD/MCI cases.

DVR = distribution volume ratio

CMB = cerebral microbleed

WMH = white matter hyperintensities

ICV = intracranial volume
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